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Οη the Uti1ization of Atmospheric Data for 

the Eva1uation of Potentla1 Tsunamis 

Part 1: Current Policy 

Two components of crusta1 motion can be associated with earthquakes, 

thoBe invo1ving horizonta1 movements and those associated with vertica1 ..' movements. Tsunamigenic earthquak.es are those which invo1ve vertica1 

displacements of the ocean floor. 

At present the Seismic Sea-Wave Warning System (SSWWS) cannot deter

mine with sufficient rapidity the nature of the disp1acements at the source 

by seismo1ogical methods alone, although such methods may eventua11y be 

perfected. For practica1 purposes, therefore, the SSWWS conservatively 

assum.es that a wave is a1ways generated and relies οη information from 

tide gage stations to confirm οτ disprove the generation of atsunami. 

Α number of tide gage stations comprising the Pacific Tsunami Warning 

System are ίη communication with the Pacific headquarters and report any 

unusua1 water activity that may confirm the tsunami generation. But even 

then, the average minimum response time--the time 1ag between earthquak.e 

and the arrival of tsunami waves at the nearest station--ls about two 

hours (Adams, 1966). 

Often, ΒΒ in the case of earthquak.es ίη South Am.erica, wbere few 

tlde gage stations exist, the minimum response time is mucb greater, and 

coπηnunlcations are not a1ways good. Thus, it may be possib1e that adequate 

data wi11 not be avai1able for the evaluation of a tsunami ίη Hawaii. 

However, it has recent1y been demonstrated that tsunamlgenic earth

quak.es, Whlch lnvo1ve vertical movements over 1arge areas, dlsturb ~Ipe 
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atmosphere and create atmospheric waves. These waves propagate away from 

the earthquake area at a velocity of approximate1y 1050 ft/sec ± 30 ft/sec 

(ναη DoΓη, 1964), near1y twice the speed of sea waves. They can be easily 

distinguished οη a microbarograph record from the background pressure 

variations. Thus, it may be possible from such atmospheric data to es

tablish the nature of an earthquake and whether a tsunazni has been generated. 

The SSWWS does ηοΙ presently utilize αηΥ atmospheric data for the 

evaluation of a potentia1 tsunami. Ιn tbe following paragraphs, therefore, 

the advantages of utilizing such data are discussed. 

Part 2: Examp1es 

The Alaska earthquake of March 27, 1964, generated atmospheric waves 

that created a ratber distinct pressure f1uctuation (0.1 mb) which was 

recorded by a microbarograph 10cated in La Jo11a (ναη DoΓη, 1964). This 

microbarograph record is shown in Figure 1. 

The atmospheric waves from Alaska arrived in La Jo11a at 0655 Ζ ΟΓ 

a litt1e more than two and one-half hours before the arrival οΓ the tsunami 

waves. Α marigram of the tsunami Ιη La Jolla and i ts arrival are sbown 

in Figure 2 .. 

The sea waves arrived Ιn La Jolla at 9:25 Ζ. Tbus, Ca1ifornia would 

have known for certain that a tsunami bad been generated and would bave 

had at least two and one-half hours of warning time. Additional confir

mation that a tsunami had been generated and c1ues as to the directivity 

of the waves would have been obtained if αη array of microbarograph stations 

existed. The time saved would not necessari1y have been greater than the 

minimum response time, for this particular earthquake, but it could have 



Fig. 1.� Microbarograph record frorn La Jol1a, [California]� 
showing atrnospheric tsunarni frorn A1aska earthquake� 
(signature is typica1 of that for large dipole� 
source) (from Spaeth and Berkrnan, 1965).� 
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Fig. 2.� Tide gage record showing [Alaska] tsunami, La Jolla, California, 
March 28-29, 1964 (from Van Dorn, 1964). 
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been greater for a South American earthquake. M06t importantJ it would 

provide data received οη aπ error-free channe1J giving the redundancy 

deemed 60 de6irab1e by Adams (1966). 

More data about the t6unami generating area could a160 have been 

derived by examining the period and the number of the waves shown οη the 

microbarograph record. Figure 1 for examp1e shows that the first pres

s ure wave to arrive in La Jo11a was positive and had a period of 5 minute6 

whi1e the negative wave fo110wing had a period of about 8 minute6. This 

is iηdicative of tbe dipo1e movemeηt of the earthquake area. Tbe periods 

of the atmospheric waves appear to be direct1y re1ated to the width of 

the up1ifted aηd subsided area affected by the Alaska earthquake as shown 

in Figure 3 (Pararas-CarayaπnisJ 1965)J a1though this may be pure1y coinci

deηta1. 

Ιη the Hiroshima A-bomb museum is a record of the b1ast wave from 

one of the Bikiηi tests. The period was approximate1y 5 minutes and an 

amp1itude of 0.2 mmHg (0.26 mi11ibar). The Japanese gave the ve10city 

of this atmospheric wave at 971 ± 36 ft/sec. 

Part 3. Suggested Procedure 

Although not many microbarograph records from earthquakes are avai1

ab1e to substantiate the above argιunentsJ it is suggested that an array 

of microbarograph recorders distributed around the Pacific cou]d provide 

the SSWWS with additiona1 advance information as to whether the earth

quake invo1ves vertica1 movement and therefore whether a tsunami has been 

generated. Ιη additionJ atmospheric data from a nιunber of recorders 

possib1y cou1d be interpreted to give the approximate orientation and tbe 
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Fig. 3. Generating area of the A1aska tsunami--areas of subsidence and uplift (frσm  Pararas-Carayannis and 
Furumoto, 1965). 


